Abstract. A number of inequalities with finite differences which are connected with weighted, quasiarithmetic and logarithmic means and some well-known general inequalities are considered.
Introduction
In [ 31 one can find the following generalization of the so-called Pólya inequality (see [3] and [5: Vol. I/p. 57 and Vol. II/p. 114]) and of a result of Balzer (see [11) .
Theorem A. Let x : [a, b] -+ iR (1 i < n) be non-negative increasing functions with continuous first derivative, p, (1 < i < n) real positive numbers with Pi 1 and f: [a, b] -* R a non-negative function. a) If f is non-decreasing, then
6 Pi
f ( x(t)Y 1 ) f(t)di > (J x' i (t)f(t)dt)
a is valid.
b) If is non-increasing and x 1 (a) = 0(1 i n), then in (1) the reverse inequality is valid.
In this paper we give a discrete analogue of inequality (1) where p> 1 or p < 0. Then
is valid. If 0 < p < 1, then in (5) the reverse inequality is valid. An analogous formula states for rn-tuples a3 (1 j rn). Further, analogously assertion b) can be proved using the Minkowski inequality I Remark 2. An integral version of the previous theorem is given in [6] . 
is valid.
Proof. Using the Cebyev inequality we obtain is the weighted mean of order r of a with weight p. If p is non-negative, P = 1 and 1(x) = x' (r 54 0) or 1(x) = In x, then the quasiarithmetic mean M1 (a;p) is the weighted mean r M l rl (a) of order r. Theorem 6 can be proved using the inequality for logarithmic mean, i.e. Lr(X, y) < L3 (x,y) for r s.
Theorem 4. Let a ( a )i<1< and b = (b 1 ) 1 < 1 < be non-negative and nondecreasing n-tuples such that a 1 = b 1 and a = b, let
= (p1 Aa + P2 Ab1)f fnM(an,b,i)-fiM(ai;bi)-M(at,fi fnM M '(a n ,bn ) -fi ' 1 (a i ,bi ) - =fnM'1(an,bn)-fiM,(ai,bi) -fnM(an,bn) -f i M l (a i ,b i ) - AM(aibi)fi) (K k= I )l ) ...fi n (M-1 1=1 7' rn-i Wk LXjk F7' 1=1 k=1 rn-i ( , -AAXik E -Wk k=1 11 J = -E (iut x i. ) Wrn - P . Pn. (Ex1) wi \gi rn ->Ii-- k=2 7' '=1 J /n ± tL'm (E'txti)wi Pn \.
Remark 4.
An integral version of Theorems 4 -6 is given in [4] .
